very much better – parallel universe.
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of you used to consuming your motor

But what really is rallying? For those

mud, ice, gravel and asphalt.

dancing at 100mph, on snow,

armchair on a future Saturday

If you're reading it in your favourite

horses and a lot of noise.

assault. That's assuming

Rally GB. Brace yourself for

This is rallying. This is Wales
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by a team of mechanics who can
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morning, the cars leave their service

12th out of 14 - start on a Thursday
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World Rally Championship rounds
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environment we can relate to, in cars
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The first thing you need to know
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crash helmets will also be inspected.
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World Rally Car

The Formula cars of the forests. Powered by 1.6-litre turbo engines with four-wheel drive, these are the fastest cars in the top

class. Overall victory will go to one of these